
Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 12

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig July 1, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 7).

• Read Chapter 3.3.5 Application: Computing rank gradients.

• This is the end of Chapter 3. If you have not done so already, this might
be a good time to compile a summary of this chapter.

• Read Chapter 4.1.1 Amenable groups: Invariant means.

• Read Chapter 4.1.2 Amenable groups: Almost invariance.

• (Optional) Which (co)homological properties of amenable groups do you
remember?

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 8). We will now consider the role
of amenability in dynamical systems; we start with the group Z.

• Read Chapter 4.1.3 Amenable equivalence relations.

• Read Chapter 4.2.1 Hyperfiniteness.

Next week, we will continue our investigation of dynamical properties of Z.

Implementation (graphings of orbit relations). Read the fourth Isabelle fragment
Graphing OrbitRelations (Appendix A.4) on graphings of orbit relations in a
minimal setting without measurability etc.; you might also want to interact
with it (it depends on RelRel Iso.thy and Graphing.thy):

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/0707/Graphing OrbitRelation.thy

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on July 10). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 11) will be discussed.

Please turn over

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg_ss2020/0707/Graphing_OrbitRelation.thy


Exercise 11.1 (cheap groups?). Which of the following statements are true?
Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. The group Z/2 ∗ Z/2 is cheap.

2. The group Z/2020 ∗ Z/2020 is cheap.

Exercise 11.2 (cost estimate for diagonal actions). Let Γ be a countable group
and let (Γ y (Xi, µi))i∈I be a family of free standard probability actions of Γ.
Show that the diagonal action Γ y

∏
i∈I Xi satisfies

cost⊗
i∈I µi

RΓy
∏

i∈I Xi
≤ inf
i∈I

costµi RΓyXi .

Exercise 11.3 (measure equivalence). Show that the free group F2020 of rank 2020
and Z are not measure equivalent.
Hints. Cost . . .

Exercise 11.4 (implementation: graphings). We consider the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/0107/Graphing Exercise.thy

Improve this file, i.e.:

1. The definition is graphing of does not accurately reflect the notion of a
graphing of a relation (in the set-theoretic context; we avoid measurability
for now). Which condition is missing?

2. Implementation: Give a better definition of is graphing of.

3. Give a pen-and-paper completion of the correspondingly amended proof
of empty graphing graphs diagonal.

4. Implementation: Complete the proof of empty graphing graphs diagonal
for your improved definition of is graphing of.

Bonus problem (formal proofs III). We consider the library Ergodic Theory in
the archive of formal proofs:

https://www.isa-afp.org/entries/Ergodic Theory.html

This library contains a proof of the Poincaré recurrence theorem. Which
results in the library combine to give this proof? Explain why this is the case.

Submission before July 8, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg_ss2020/0107/Graphing_Exercise.thy
https://www.isa-afp.org/entries/Ergodic_Theory.html

